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1

Introduction

FORCE Bridge API is the application programming interface for a production environment in what is
known as the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). As such, FORCE Bridge API is the interface between
the objects of the production environment and the IT infrastructure of a production plant.
FORCE Bridge API serves as the bridge between the real production site, IT systems and applications
used for effective and efficient organization.
The Industrial IoT platform fulfills two functions:
‒ FORCE Bridge API provides a complete digital image of a production plant with its relevant
objects, including their statuses. Objects are real world entities such as persons, machines and
tools, as well as abstract entities such as production orders or operations.
‒ FORCE Bridge API ensures the organizational interoperability 1 of persons, production facilities
and IT systems of a production plant in the sense of maximizing resource effectiveness and
process efficiency.
The documentation for the API consists of different self-contained but mutually constructive parts.
Each of these parts looks at a specific section of the API, first explaining the technical background and
ending with one or more example programs using the application development kit (ADK).

1.1 Technical base knowledge
FORCE Bridge API connects your application to an IoT platform. Your application can use the API to
access data or send commands to the FORCE runtime or to listen for events which occur in the
system.
‒ All API access is performed via HTTP(S).
Request payloads are formatted as application/json.
Response payloads are formatted as application/json or application/hal+json.

‒

OAuth2 is used for all authentication.
All API requests must be authenticated or there will be a 401 Unauthorized error response
(see Authentication).

‒
‒

FORCE Bridge API is an explorable API and provides everything as a resource.
Every resource can be identified by its universal unique identifier (UUID).



1

The complete Swagger specification of FORCE Bridge API is available here.

Interoperability describes the skill to exchange and make use of information between two different systems.
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1.1.1

Explorable API

Response payloads are enriched with hyperlinks using the Hypermedia Application Language (HAL).
HAL is a simple format that provides a set of conventions for expressing hyperlinks in JSON - it’s
basically plain old JSON with hyperlinks. This encourages developers to build applications that use
these hyperlinks to navigate between resources instead of using hard-coded URLs.
The following fields can be expected on every resource:
‒ properties - The regular properties of the resource
‒ _links - A JSON object containing a set of URL paths relative to the API base url
‒ _embedded - A JSON object containing other resources embedded inside the current resource.

1.1.1.1 Collections
A set of resources is considered a collection.

1.1.2

Revisioning

The API is revised by identifiers in the URI.
The version of the API is revised (increased) only when a breaking change in one of the webservices
occurs. Breaking changes are:
‒ Removal of a JSON property
‒ Renaming of a JSON property
‒ General restructuring in the design of existing representations
Breaking changes are not:
‒ Adding JSON properties
‒ Adding new webservices



Revisioning is global. This means that a webservice can return the same response for
different versions if no change has been made to that specific webservice.

It is possible that a new release adds new JSON properties to the response. This does not increase
the webservice version. To ensure downward compatibility, every client communicating with the
Bridge API should process new properties only if needed.
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1.1.3

HTTP Requests

Where possible the API strives to use appropriate HTTP methods for each action.
Method

Description

GET

Used for retrieving resources.

POST

Used for creating resources or executing an action, among
other things.

PUT

Used for replacing resources.

DELETE

Used for deleting resources.

Headers
Key

Value

Authorization

The issued OAuth2 Token

Accept

application/json

Accept-Language

en-GB (default), en-US, de-DE, zh-CN

1.1.4

HTTP Status codes

The API attempts to return appropriate HTTP status codes for every request.
Code

Description

200 OK

Success

201 Created
202 Accepted
204 No Content
400 Bad Request
401 Unauthorized
403 Forbidden
404 Not Found

2020-11-30

The request succeeded and resulted in a new resource being
created. The Location header of the response contains the URI
of the new resource.
The request has been accepted for processing, but processing
has not been completed.
The request succeeded but the server is not returning any
content. This is the response for most DELETE requests.
The request was invalid or cannot be otherwise served.
An accompanying error message explains further.
Authentication credentials were missing or incorrect.
The request is understood, but it has been refused or access is
not allowed. An accompanying error message will explain why.
The URI requested is invalid or the resource requested (such as
an event) does not exist.
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Code

Description

415 Unsupported Media
Type

The request entity has a content type that the server does not
support.

500 Internal Server Error

Something is broken.

504 Gateway Timeout

The server, while acting as a gateway or proxy, did not receive a
timely response from the upstream server it needed to access in
attempting to complete the request.

1.1.5

How to use FORCAM FORCE™ Bridge API

In contrast to all other HTTP methods, POST must be used for different purposes to avoid limitless
calls in certain situations.
In a narrower sense, POST is used to create one or more new resources. To do this, the relevant
collection is called-up with POST:
POST
/{collection}
According to the hypermedia principle of RESTful architecture, whether or not a resource can be
created is determined if the associated collection has a corresponding hyperlink. For example, Bridge
API provides a hyperlink to the following method in the collection of tool assembly orders, through
which applications can create new tools:
POST
/tools/assemblyOrders
All properties of the tool assembly order are transferred with the method call to the IoT platform,
which in turn responds with a representation of the newly created resource if the call was successful.
In particular, the UUID of the newly created tool is announced in the response.
Another use of POST is to change the state of resources. To do this, the single resource in question is
called-up with POST and a specification of the new state:
POST
/{collection}/{id}/{state}
Bridge API allows a tool management system to set the state of a tool assembly order for example by
the following call:
POST
/tools/assemblyOrders/{toolAssemblyOrderId}/{toolAssemblyOrderStateId}
Although the PUT or PATCH method could also be used for this purpose, the calls would be much
more cumbersome, since PUT requires properties that are not changed to also be passed and
updates the complete resource.

2020-11-30
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On the other hand, it is difficult to reconcile it with the hypermedia concept of a REST architecture.
The latter requires that an application representing a resource is presented with all possible state
transitions as hyperlinks and that each state transition is triggered by following a hyperlink. It is
possible to provide the following reference in HAL:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

"updateToolAssemblyOrderState": {
"method": "POST",
"embeddable": false,
"href": ".../tools/assemblyOrders/E446BB6B0C084CB09D0BC0319A8A1F1C/AVAILABLE"
}

Alternatively with a PUT or PATCH method, the specification of the new state would have to be
specified in the request body.
If hundreds of resources are to be updated in a single transaction, the repeated call of the PUT
method would mean unnecessary communication effort and therefore delays, because only one
actual resource can be addressed at a time with PUT.
Furthermore, there is a risk that the data in the IoT platform will be in an inconsistent state until the
call sequence is completed. To avoid this, a transaction-safe POST method is also offered for certain
purposes as an alternative to the repeated call of the PUT method. In this case, the following
notation is used to indicate that resources are being processed:
POST
/operations/{operationId}/recordedOperatingStates/update
Finally, POST is also used instead of the GET method. This is because the GET method is not suitable
for setting a large number of filter parameters when it is called. This problem occurs if the collections
of production orders or operations are to be filtered explicitly by hundreds of order numbers. The
POST method is therefore also provided for retrieving both collections. The following notation is used
to indicate that such a POST method is intended for retrieving a collection and not for creating a new
resource:
POST
{collection}/search

2020-11-30
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2

Authentication

FORCE Bridge API uses the OAuth 2.0 protocol for authentication. To ensure backwards compatibility
it is recommended to follow the OAuth2 specification (RFC6749) for all interaction with the
authentication server.

⚠
⚠
⚠

OAuth is only secure if it is used via the TLS/SSL protocol, so every request and all API
endpoints must use HTTPS.
Tokens are Passwords: Your application’s client id, client secret and access tokens should be
considered as sensitive as passwords and should not be shared.
Token expiration: Applications should be written by anticipating the possibility that a granted
token may no longer work. The application must authenticate again to get new access
tokens. The time until a token expires is returned with the token response.

All applications follow a basic pattern when accessing the FORCE Bridge API.
At a high level, follow three steps:

‒

Obtain an access token
To make an authentication request to the API, your application must first obtain an OAuth
access token using the client credentials flow or the Authorization Code Flow.

‒

Use the access token to perform requests
After your application obtains an access token, it sends the access_token property in a
token response in a Bearer authorization header when making API requests.

‒

Refresh the access token when it expires
Access tokens have limited lifetimes. If your application needs to request beyond the
lifetime of an access token, it must obtain a new access token.

Scopes
Name

Description

read

Grants permission to call HTTP GET

write

Grants permission to call HTTP POST, PUT, DELETE

2020-11-30
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2.1 Client Credentials Flow
Applications can use the Client Credentials Flow of the OAuth2 specification to get an access token
that will provide access to FORCE Bridge API.

2.1.1

Access Token request

The Endpoint to request an access token is:
POST
https://{host}:{port}/ffauth/oauth2.0/accessToken

Header:
Name

Value

Content-Type

application/x-www-form-urlencoded

Parameters:
Name

Description

client_id

Required. Unique ID used to identify the client.

client_secret
grant_type
scope
service

Required. Secret only known to the OAuth Client and the
Authorization Server.
Required. Defines which flow will be used
client_credentials
Space-delimited string of the scopes you would like to use.
(Note: URLs cannot contain spaces. URL encoding normally
replaces a space with a plus (+) sign or with %20.)
Optional. URL to identify the target application.

Example to request an access token using the client credentials flow with curl:
curl -X POST https://{host}:{port}/ffauth/oauth2.0/accessToken -H
"Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded" -d
"client_id={clientId}&client_secret={clientSecret}&grant_type=client_
credentials&scope=read+write"

2020-11-30
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Example Token Response
{
"access_token":"eyJhbGciOiJIUzUxMiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.ZXlKNmFYQWlPaUpFUlVZaUxDSmh
iR2NpT2lKa2FYSWlMQ0psYm1NaU9pSkJNVEk0UTBKRExVaFRNalUySWl3aVkzUjVJam9pU2xkVUlp
d2lkSGx3SWpvaVNsZFVJbjAuLlNfZEEwSlhTMDMyTnY2aHo0MmR3U0EuQzVZQ29yVUxGNVJscVdwT
llzeHk4c3NBVEFqeTJhMFI2LVltVnhKTVprT203d1lTaTNEdHhTblVkc2l3aE5ybEx4NEFLY1BQaE
5pdFAzSXpaSDdhazJ5YTVRZngxNjBnT3ItMHN1SHZpZHFKbGF0S2pTVkM3N05JQ3BEZ0M2MG4tN0d
wY1MwTXh0QjZSdVdJdTJsaHNhTU5WWG5uM0dWUS1EaFVJOGoxQTYxVml1d0JVTTZfdTJyaVFyNGIt
ak8zZkh6dFVjU1I2UU1aYlYwb25hdy1VQzBsamZrSzFpZkhFN0V1MURvZ29lUTVUd3JDM2xBZkhQV
G1falpkY05KZnQ2SWNleWtna1I1YWVzWW5HdTlWX2owV2p2NXB5MmwtWXVJY1V1QkNtNTNpejdzMl
JQOHlGYU44MlJNMU5oNzZsMjljajBlb0E4R05Lc2dCcl8tOTUtdEVWeFBPdzdHYmF0RDJma3YxSi1
HWEtBS24xUjFfYjZqU3NJQjYxSEdHLlJFWnFsQmlwb0FkSFdtVGtwQi01Rnc.2b_JP5mBW6eZgoni
vcK5bQaZeHlHjD1KHBVUHXbZWvZuot2R8igOSQpruDpVLPDpchh4IQTuEmAEQzZwctxCrQ",
"refresh_token":"RT-2-OO-rew573jjCW4kl79rYRdWq2vZ0hlIg",
"token_type":"bearer",
"expires_in":21600,
"scope":"read write"
}

2.2 Authorization code flow
Users can use the Authorization Code Flow of the OAuth2 specification to get an access token that
will provide access to the FORCAM FORCE™ API. The flow consists of the following steps
1. GET an AUTHORIZATION CODE
o Redirect the user to the authorization URL
o After login a redirect to the specified redirect_uri is execute and the authorization
code is also passed
2. OBTAIN AN ACCESS TOKEN
o Exchange the authorization code for an access token

2.2.1

Obtain the authorization code

The authorization endpoint is
GET
https://{host}:{port}/ffauth/oauth2.0/authorize

Query parameters:
Name

Description

client_id

Required. Unique ID used to identify the client.

response_type

Required. The value of the response_type for the
authentication code flow must be code.

redirect_uri

Required. The URL to the target application.

scope

Space-delimited string of the scopes you would like to use.
(Note: URLs cannot contain spaces. URL encoding normally
replaces a space with a plus (+) sign or with %20.)

2020-11-30
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Example for a request to obtain an authorization code using the authorization code flow with curl:
curl -X GET
https://{host}:{port}/ffauth/oauth2.0/authorize&client_id={clientId}&
scope=read+write&redirect_uri={targetApplicationUrl}&response_type=co
de&scope=read+write

If the authorization was successful, the browser will be redirected to the target application
containing the authorization code as 'code' request parameter

2.2.2

Obtain the access token

The token endpoint to retrieve the access token is
POST
https://host:port/ffauth/oauth2.0/accessToken

Header:
Name

Value

Content-Type

application/x-www-form-urlencoded

Parameters:
Name

Description

client_id

Required. Unique ID used to identify the client.

grant_type

Required. Secret only known to the OAuth Client and the
Authorization Server.
Required. For the Authorization Code Flow the value must be
authorization_code

redirect_uri

Required. The URL to the target application.

code

Required. The in the previous step requested authorization code.

client_secret

Example to request an access token using the client authorization code flow with curl:
curl -X POST https://{host}:{port}/ffauth/oauth2.0/accessToken
-H "Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded"
-d
"grant_type=authorization_code&client_id={client_id}&client_secret={c
lient_secret}&redirect_uri={targetApplicationURL}&code={authorization
_code}"
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Proof Key Code Exchange (PKCE)

2.2.3

The Proof Key for Code Exchange (PKCE, pronounced pixie) extension describes a technique for
public clients to mitigate the threat of having the authorization code intercepted. The technique
involves the client first creating a code_verfier, and then using that code_verifier again when
exchanging the authorization code for an access token. This way if the code is intercepted, it will not
be useful since the token request relies on the initial secret.
To use the Proof Key Code Exchange two additional parameters, must be added to the
Authentication Code Request:
Name

Value

code_challenge

The code challenge generated using the method below.

code_challenge_method

plain, S256. This parameter is optional, where plain is
assumed by default

If the method is plain, the code_verifier will be matched against the expected plain code_challenge
string. If the method is S256, then the provided code_verifier is transformed using the same method
the client will have used initially. This means calculating the SHA256 hash of the verifier and base64url-encoding it, then comparing it to the code_challenge.
Example authorization code request with code_challenge
https://{host}:{port}/ffauth/oauth2.0/authorize
?client_id={clientId}
&client_secret={clientSecret}
&scope=read+write
&redirect_uri={targetApplicationUrl}
&response_type=code
&code_challenge={sha256 and url safe base64 encoded hash value}
&code_challenge_method=S256

⚠
⚠

Code Challenge Housekeeping: Keep in mind that the code_verifier and
code_challenge must be newly generated again for every new authentication request.
Otherwise there is no security advantage.
Code Challenge Method “S256”: The code challenge must be generated by hashing the
random `code_verifier` string with SHA256 and base64-url-encoding the hashed bytes. More
details on the generation manners can be found in Section 4.1 of [RFC7636].
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Afterwards we request the token as before using the authentication code, but also provide the
code_verifier used to calculate the code_challenge.
The /oauth2.0/accessToken endpoint accepts the following parameter to activate PKCE:
Name

Value

code_verifier

The original code verifier for the PKCE request, that the
application originally generated before the authorization
request.

Example token request with code_verifier
curl -X GET https://{host}:{port}/ffauth/oauth2.0/accessToken
?grant_type=authorization_code
&client_id={clientId}
&client_secret={clientSecret}
&redirect_uri={targetApplicationURL}
&code_verifier={codeVerifier}
&code={authenticationCode}
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3

Bridge API as a digital image of a production site

This section explains the concepts and entities of a production site. It explains how they are
represented in FORCAM FORCE™ Bridge API and how they are accessed and worked with.

3.1 Basic concepts and objects in manufacturing
The goal of the IoT is to create a digital image of the real world and its entities. These entities act as
specific material objects on one hand and abstract concepts on the other. An IoT for the field of
manufacturing, generates a digital image of both the machines and tools used at the production
plant, as well as the concepts that dominate the everyday production such as production orders and
operations.

3.1.1

Entities from the field of manufacturing

3.1.1.1 Production orders
If a certain product is to be produced at a certain point with a specified quantity. The production
planning system issues the creation of a production order. The template for the production order is
the routing, which contains each step (operation) required to produce the final product. The routing
defines at which kind of workplace or machines the operation is to be carried out on, as well as how
much time and which components are required.
The scenario for the creation of a production order is as follows:

‒
‒
‒
‒

The company receives one or multiple customer orders to produce a certain product or wants to
produce a certain quantity of it in stock.
A new production order with its own number is created in the ERP system which contains all the
information from the routing.
In addition to the information in the routing, the production order also contains the
specification of the quantity of the product to be produced, this is called the target quantity.
Finally, the delivery date is used to create a basic finish date for the production order and the
result of material requirements planning is a basic start date. The start date corresponds to the
time at which all of the components required for processing of the production order are
available.
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3.1.1.2 Operations
An operation describes a single step that is required to process a production order. Each operation
produces a specific material in a specified quantity (target quantity of the operation). This involves
either a material that is processed further as a component in a subsequent operation or, in the case
of a last operation, by the end product of the production order.
The standard values stored in the operation include:

‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

The material to be manufactured.
The target quantity is the quantity of the material to be produced. This can differ from the
target quantity of the production order (for example, 4 doors that must be produced in one
operation in order to finally produce an automobile).
The quantity unit of the target quantity (for example, piece, meter, kilogram, etc).
The workplace or a group of equivalent workplaces, at which the operation is to be processed.
The target time per unit, i.e. the time required for the production of a unit of the material to be
produced.
The target processing time is the time that is used for the entire processing time of the
operation. It is the product of target quantity and target time per unit.
The target setup time is the time scheduled for the setup of the workplace.
The target teardown time is the time scheduled for the teardown of the workplace.
The target move time is the time scheduled for the transfer to the next workplace.
The target wait time is the time scheduled for functions such as cooling, drying or curing of the
material to be produced.
The components needed in order to produce the material.
The production resources and tools (e.g. tools, equipment or documents) that are needed at the
workplace in order to execute the operation.

3.1.1.2.1

Operation phases

The operation phases describe the state of an operation, from the release by the ERP system to the
completion and booking of the output quantities of the operation back to the ERP system.

3.1.1.3 Workplaces
Each operation is executed at one workplace as a minimum. A workplace can be a simple manual
workplace or a workplace with an automated production line (machine).
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3.1.1.4 Workplace groups
Workplaces are often lodged in ERP systems as a single workplace with a number of capacities. In
Bridge API, each workplace is displayed individually and is then assigned to a specific capacity group
or production line, respectively.
‒ Capacity groups are workplaces at which the same production procedure is executed, and
therefore categorized. For example, an injection molding workplace belongs to a capacity group
injection molding machines.
‒ Production lines are different workplaces that map a complete production process for a product.
They use the procedures line production or mass production. Here, the different production
stations are not connected by a timing (production cycle). Buffer stocks catch the time
differences during processing between neighboring stations. Thus, for example, a faulty product
can be removed from the production flow to be reworked, without disturbing the production
process.
Each workplace can be assigned to exactly one capacity group and at most to one production line.

3.1.1.5 Staff members
The staff is the production personnel, which is divided into shifts and can be assigned to the
respective workplaces. Apart from their personnel data, employees carry additional information like
e.g. qualifications, posted vacation, etc. that are important for the scheduling and flow of the
production.

3.1.1.6 Tools
Production tools are needed at machine workplaces to properly complete an operation. A tool, for
example, is the die-cast mold of an injection molding system. The tool has a storage location, current
site of operation and a lifespan. The lifespan describes how much time is left until the tool must be
replaced.

3.1.1.7 Documents
The documents that are required for the execution of an operation are stored in production folders.
These documents usually originate from the product life cycle system. The documents can be NC
programs for controlling machine tools, but also other documents such as test plans, assembly
instructions or assembly sketches. If documents are changed, the IoT platform automatically creates
a new version.
All documents belonging to an operation are displayed in the Shop Floor Terminal. From there, the
NC programs from the production folder can also be loaded into the machine control.

3.1.1.8 Devices
Device refers to all devices that are connected to the IoT platform. These include in particular the
programmable logic controller of the connected machines and production plants. These are
permanently assigned to a specific workplace.
Calling up GET/workplaces/{workplaceId}/devices provides a list of all devices that are available at a
workplace/machine. All recorded process and sensor data can be queried for the devices.
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3.1.2

The digital image in FORCE Bridge API

Bridge API maps the complete digital image of a production plant. The RESTful 2 webservice can be
called directly via a web browser to interact with the resources provided in the API.

Fig. 1: Accessing the API resources through the Swagger UI

2

RESTful are applications or web services offering states and functionalities as a set of resources and allow
interoperability between computer systems on the Internet.
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3.1.2.1 The entry point and the top-level resources
RESTful usually has only one entry point (API base) from which all other outgoing resources can be
retrieved from. Therefore it is important that the uniform resource indicator (URI) is correctly
communicating with the REST clients, so they can find the API resources.

Fig. 2: Graphical representation of the FORCE Bridge API Version 2.0
This chapter covers the following top-level resources in further detail:
‒ productionOrders/ Production orders from the ERP system.
‒ operations/ Operations of the production orders.
‒ workplaces/ Workplaces (machines or manual workplaces) on which the operations are
executed.
‒ workplaceGroups/ Capacity groups (functionally identical machines) or production lines.
‒ staffMembers/ The staff available for the execution of operations.
‒ tools/ The tools available for the execution of operations.
‒ documents/ Documents important to the entire production plant.
‒ devices/ Devices such as the programmable logic controllers of machines.
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3.2 Shifts and scheduled operating times of workplaces
3.2.1

Domain-specific knowledge

3.2.1.1 Workplace shifts
The term shift work describes a work structure where employees work on the same job in succession
and following a specific schedule, so that they are scheduled to do their job within a specific
timeframe at different times. A plant will use shift work when it is necessary to work longer than the
usual daily work hours or when operations or on-call duties are needed outside the usual daily work
hours for other reasons.
Shifts are defined for workplaces; for instance, in the three-shift operation, these are usually morning
shift, late shift and night shift. This concept describes a so-called shift model.
If one of the shifts shall be omitted on a certain day, the shift is marked as idle period or nonworking
shift. The other shifts are working shifts. So-called shift breaks, during which the production will be
halted, can be defined within a working shift.

3.2.1.2 Scheduled maintenance times
These are times during which machine workplaces will be serviced. This does not include manual
workplaces. The goal of scheduled maintenance times is to reduce disruptions, so that machines do
not unexpectedly stop working, which would consequently trigger an unscheduled maintenance.
These times usually take place in regular maintenance intervals.

3.2.1.3 Scheduled operating times
The scheduled operating time is the period in which a workplace should be in production according
to shift planning and maintenance planning. This includes all working shifts minus shift breaks and
planned maintenance.
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3.2.2

The digital image in FORCE Bridge API

The above-mentioned entities can be found in the sub-resources of workplaces or a specific
workplace respectively.

Fig. 3: Workplace resources as shown in the Swagger UI
GET workplaces/shifts

Request shifts of a workplace
GET workplaces/shifts/{shiftId}

Request details for a certain shift.
GET workplaces/{workplaceId}/scheduledOperatingTimes

Request workplace scheduled operating times.
GET workplace/{workplaceId}/scheduledMaintenanceTimes

Requests the scheduled maintenance times of a workplace.
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3.3 Operation sequences and dates of a production order
3.3.1

Domain-specific knowledge

3.3.1.1 Operation sequences and parallelization
The operations of a production order can be completed sequentially or parallelized.
In case of a sequential completion the subsequent operation to an operation is only started after the
operation was completely finished.

Fig. 4: Sequential operation sequence handling
Frequently, an operation B can only be started after the preceding operation A has been completed,
because it might manufacture the components that are needed in the subsequent operation.
Operations that are independent of each other can also be completed parallelized, as long as there
are enough capacities available.

Fig. 5: Parallelized operation sequence handling
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3.3.1.2 Scheduling
The scheduling takes place during the planning of a new production order and is lodged in the ERPSystem. Several factors play a role in the scheduling.
The system checks if additional components must be ordered from external sources and therefore
also checks if the delivery date as well as the release date need to be rescheduled or be taken into
consideration, respectively.
The milestones of one’s own processing have to be determined under consideration of the safety
margin before production3 and the safety margin after production4. These dates determine the
maximum time frame for the production.

Fig. 6: Determining the maximum timeframe for production

3.3.1.3 Lead time scheduling
The lead time scheduling is the determination of start and end dates of the single operations of a
production order. Based on the milestones, it is either forward scheduled or backward scheduled,
respectively.
The earliest start time (/EST) and the earliest end time (/EET) are forward scheduled, based on the
order start date.
The latest start time (/LST) and the latest end time (/LET) are backward scheduled based, based on
the order finish date.
The following example is used to explain how the continuous scheduling is determined forward or
backwards, respectively.
An order with the number 4711 has three operations. The order start date is Sunday 22:00
o’clock and the order finish date is the following Tuesday at 12:00 o’clock.
Shift breaks are only on Monday from 12:00 o’clock until 14:00 o’clock and from 22:00
o’clock until 24:00 o’clock.

3

The float before production is a starting buffer for possible delays in staging and capacity bottlenecks to
adjust the production dates of an order.
4

The safety time is an end buffer to intercept unforeseen disturbances in the production process.
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The operations are defined as follows:
Operation

4711 0010

4711 0020

4711 0030

Target quantity

4 pc(s)

4 pc(s)

4 pc(s)

Target time per unit

1h

2h

2h

Target setup time

2h

4h

2h

Target teardown time

2h

Wait time

2h

Queue time
Minimum send-ahead quantity



2 pc(s)

Since there is a minimum send-ahead quantity for operation 4711 0020, a minimum lead
time must be met.

The minimum offset time is calculated as follows:
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝐴ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 × 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡
For the example, this means the minimum offset time is calculated as follows:
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 2 ∗ 2 ℎ = 4 ℎ

⚠

Breaks or free shifts only prolong the execution times (setup, processing, teardown) and thus
also the lead time, but not the transitional periods (queue time, wait time, move time).

Forward scheduling is based on the order start date and backward scheduling is based on the order
finish date. This results in the earliest times for forward scheduling and the latest times for backward
scheduling.
3.3.1.3.1

Results

Operation

1000 0010

1000 0020

1000 0030

Earliest start date

Sun, 22:00 p.m.

Mo, 10:00 a.m.

Mo, 18:00 p.m.

Earliest end date

Mo, 06:00 a.m.

Tue, 02:00 a.m.

Tue, 06:00 a.m.

Latest start date

Mo, 04:00 a.m.

Mo, 16:00 p.m.

Tue, 00:00 a.m.

Latest end date

Mo, 12:00 p.m.

Tue, 08:00 a.m.

Tue, 12:00 p.m.
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3.3.1.3.1.1 Forward scheduling

Fig. 7: Forward scheduling

Scheduled start date with forward scheduling

Sun, 22:00 p.m.

Scheduled end date with forward scheduling

Tue, 06:00 a.m.
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3.3.1.3.1.2 Backward scheduling

Fig. 8: Backward scheduling

Scheduled start date with forward scheduling

Mo, 04:00 a.m.

Scheduled end date with forward scheduling

Tue, 12:00 p.m.

3.3.2

The digital image in FORCE Bridge API

GET productionOrders/{productionOrderId}

Request the details of a production order.
GET operations/{operationId}/scheduledDates

Request the scheduled dates of an operation.
GET productionOrders/{productionOrderId}/operationSequence

Request all operations of a production order and their predecessors and successors.



All time formats correspond to ISO 8601.
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3.4 Sub-resources of operations including information from the
routing
The values from routing can be found in the following resources:
GET operations/{operationId}/specification

Contains target values that originate from the routing. The following target values can be found:
‒ Processing time
‒ Setup time
‒ Teardown time
‒ Queue time
‒ Wait time
‒ Move time
‒ Minimum transfer quantity



The target setup and teardown time of an operation can be equal to zero. In conclusion, the
operation can only consist of processing phases! FORCE Bridge assures that the target
processing time is properly calculated through either the target quantity or target stroke
time.

GET operations/{operationId}/productionResourceTools

Tools and production resources required for executing the operation.
GET operations/{operationId}/components

Input material required for executing the operation.
GET operations/{operationId}/materialCharacteristics

Characteristics of the material to be produced by the operation.
GET operations/{operationId}/alternativeWorkplaces

The workplaces at which the operation can be executed. If no manufacturing variants are defined for
the material to be produced by the operation, these are the workplaces in the assigned capacity
group.



All these values, except for the target quantity in the specification resource, are inherited
from the routing of the specific production order that was generated from the ERP-System.
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3.5 Machine and plant data collection and their performance
indicators
The machine data collection and plant data collection record actual values, times and quantities that
occur during the manufacturing process. The recording may be directly from the machine or by an
employee at the shop floor terminal. The shop floor terminal is the central source of information for
employees, where the operations to be executed are displayed and arranged according to their
planned start date. The corresponding documents for each operation can also be displayed here.
Also, the shop floor terminal is used for production data collection, because processes and
employees are logged in and out here. In addition, the machine operator can provide all information
on operating states and quality details of the output quantity if these cannot be read automatically
from the machine or in case of a manual workplace.

3.5.1

Domain-specific knowledge

3.5.1.1 Key performance indicators
The key performance indicators (KPI) describe the share of losses of a machine, a process, or provides
information as to potential for optimization of machines and processes, respectively. This chapter
specifically explores the following two information systems.
The overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) considers availability, performance and quality losses and
can - in case of insignificant figures - indicate unused production capacities, which equates to a waste
of assets.

Fig. 9: Overall equipment effectiveness
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The overall process efficiency (OPE) is a product-specific key figure. A low OPE indicates, among other
things, avoidable capital commitment costs5.

Fig. 10: Overall process efficiency

3.5.1.2 Durations
As explained in Section 3.4, a number of target values exist for the individual operations of a
production order. For example, in regard to their setup and processing times. During order
processing, however, it is possible that these target values cannot be reached or adhered to. The
actual values are recorded by the IoT platform on the basis of machine and production data
acquisition.

3.5.1.3 Difference between operation phases and operating states
The following example illustrates the difference between operation phase and operating state.
An operation is assigned to a workplace. In order to start the processing, the worker logs in at the
shop floor terminal of that machine and switches - if applicable - to “setup”. With this, the operation
phase setup is recorded. After the setup is completed, the worker switches the operation to
“processing”. The operation phase “setup” is therefore completed and switches to the phase
“processing”. Start and end times of the phases are recorded in the system.

Fig. 11: Recorded operating phases

5

Capital commitment costs are costs for fixed and current assets tied up in the company, which therefore
cannot be used profitably elsewhere.
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Parallel with the start of the operation phase “setup”, the operating state “setup” is also recorded.
When smoothly changing to the phase “processing”, the operating state “production” is recorded.
The workplace is now in “production” state. If, after some time, the machine is halted for unknown
reasons, the operating state “undefined stoppage” is recorded. The operation phase does not
change. The reason for this is that along with the duration of the operation phases, the overall
execution time is calculated independently of the operating states that could have led to the
machine stoppage. The operating state “production” is recorded again.

Fig. 12: Recorded operating states
To identify what led to the “undefined stoppage”, the worker must confirm this at the shop floor
terminal.

Fig. 13: Recorded operating states

3.5.1.4 Time bases
Time bases are used to categorize the operating states reasonably. The following time bases are
needed to calculate the key performance indicators.
3.5.1.4.1

Time base: Setup

The “Setup” time base contains the operating states of a workplace or operation that influence the
duration of the setup time.
Regarding the setup times, it should be noted that these should be generally prevented. Therefore
they are divided into internal and external setup times.

‒
‒

Internal setup times mean that the work must be stopped/halted to change a tool, for example.
External setup times mean that that processing does not have to be interrupted at the
workplace.



Only internal setup times have an influence on the availability and thus on the OEE of a
workplace.
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3.5.1.4.2

Time base: Production

The time base “Production” is assigned to the operating states of a workplace or process
respectively, that contribute to the duration of their production time.
3.5.1.4.3

Time base: Scheduled shift time

The time base “Scheduled Shift Time” is assigned to the operating states of a workplace or process
respectively, that contribute to the duration of their scheduled shift time.
The scheduled shift time includes the shifts without shift breaks and without the planned
maintenance times. Non-work shifts (such as weekends, public holidays, etc.) are not included.
Example
During the processing phase, an additional setup operation of a scheduled tool change occurred. This
caused the recorded duration of the operating state “setup” to be longer than that of the operation
phase “setup”. The time bases are visually clarified in the figure.

Fig. 14: Overview of time bases
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3.5.1.5 Correlation between occupancy time and sum of execution times
The occupancy time of a workplace is the sum of the execution times of all operations while these
were logged in at the workplace.
Example:
An operation was first started on a workplace at 6:00 a.m. and was halted at 17:00 p.m., and
immediately continued at a different workplace.
It was finally finished at 6:00 a.m. the following day.
In addition, there are two shift breaks from 12:00 to 14:00 p.m. and from 20:00 to 22:00 p.m. (4
hours overall).
There is no scheduled maintenance.
The period under observation is 24 hours. Therefore the scheduled shift time is calculated from
period under observation, minus scheduled breaks minus scheduled maintenance.
𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 =

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
− 𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑠
− 𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

Fig. 15: Period of observation (24h)
This results in the following times for the operation:
Processing time:

16 h

Setup time:

4h

Execution time:

20 h

Production time:

16 h

Setup phase duration

16 h
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This results in the following times for the workplace 1:
Scheduled operating time:

20 h

Processing time

6h

Setup time

3h

Execution time

9h

Production time

6h

From this follows:
𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
9
=
= 45%
𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 20

𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
6
2
= =
𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
9
3

This results in the following times for the workplace 2:
Scheduled operating time:

20 h

Processing time

10 h

Setup time

1h

Execution time

11 h

Production time

10 h

From this follows:
𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
11
=
= 55%
𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 20

𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

2020-11-30

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
10
=
𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
11
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3.5.2

The digital image in FORCE Bridge API

3.5.2.1 Operating states and the workplace status
Operating states are defined in order to determine what the current state of a workplace is. Possible
operating states of a workplace for example, are production, machine malfunction, tool damage, etc.
Each operating state has a workplace status to determine if a workplace is currently working or is
stopped. They are defined as follows.
Workplace status

Definition

DOWNTIME

The workplace stands still.

PRODUCTION

The workplace is producing.



The operating states can be configured freely in the IoT platform. It means each workplace
can have individually adjusted operating states.

3.5.2.1.1

Operation phases

Between the release of an operation and its completion with final confirmation to the ERP system,
the following phases occur in production. These are either reported at the shop floor terminal or
updated automatically by the IoT platform:
Phase

Description

RELEASED

The production order an operation belongs to, has been released by the ERP system,
but the operation has not yet been started or planned in detail.

DISPATCHED

The operation has been dispatched to a specific workplace

SETUP

The operation has been logged on to a workplace and this workplace is set up for
processing the operation.

PROCESSING

The operation is being processed.

INTERRUPTED

The operation was interrupted.

COMPLETED

The operation was completed.

CLOSED

The operation was completed, and a final confirmation was sent to the ERP system.

3.5.2.2 Operation-related recording of durations and quantities (plant data
collection)
An operation occupies a workplace during the setup phase, the processing phase and the teardown
phase.
If no setup matrix and manufacturing variants exist, the duration of these three phases are found in
the resource operations/{operationId}/specification.
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3.5.2.2.1

Plant data collection

Recorded time series
GET operations/{operationId}/recordedOperatingStates

Contains all operating states which occurred during the execution of the operation.
GET operations/{operationId}/recordedOperationPhases

Contains all operation phases which occurred during the execution of the operation.
GET operations/{operationId}/recordedOutputQuantities

Contains all output quantities (yield, rework, scrap) that were produced during the execution of the
operation.
Condensed values
GET operations/{operationId}/recordedOperatingStates
GET operations/{operationId}/recordedOperationPhases

3.5.2.2.2

Machine data collection

Actual values
GET workplaces/{workplaceId}/recordedOperatingStates

Contains all operating states which occurred at the workplace.
GET workplaces/{workplaceId}/recordedOperationPhases

Contains all operation phases which occurred at the workplace.
GET workplaces/{workplaceId}/recordedOutputQuantities

Contains all output quantities (yield, rework, scrap) that were produced at the workplace.
Condensed values
GET workplaces/{workplaceId}/recordedOperatingStates
GET workplaces/{workplaceId}/recordedOperationPhases

⚠

Each resource contains the actual values - or for the summaries - the actual condensed
values that are used to calculate the KPIs.
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4

FORCE Bridge API as an integration platform

This chapter explains how FORCE Bridge API ensures organizational interoperability of all
applications, IT systems and people in a manufacturing environment. Application development is
explained using typical applications as examples. Furthermore, templates for interaction with the IoT
platform are provided for the respective applications.

4.1 Applications for manufacturing operations management (MOM)
The essential principle of an Industrial IoT platform is the strict separation of acquisition systems and
the applications operating on their data. While machine data collection and production data
collection are carried out in the platform itself, all applications are supplied with the acquired data
via the application programming interface.
Services of an Industrial IoT Platform

Data is supplied or taken in

Machine data collection

Sub-resources of workplaces

Order data collection

Sub-resources of operations

Process data collection

Sub-resources of devices

Recording of energy consumption

Sub-resources of devices

Recording of work activities

Sub-resources of employees

Track and trace

Sub-resources of operations and devices

Distributed numerical control (DNC)

documents

FORCE Bridge API supports all applications available for manufacturing operations management.
These are not only the applications that were formerly part of an MES, but also the latest and future
technologies for smart manufacturing. The following table gives an exemplary overview of some
typical applications.
Application

Description

Shop floor visualization

Online visualization of the machines, manual workplaces and
production progress

Performance analysis

Reports, dashboards, key performance indicators

Alerting
Graphical planning board

2020-11-30

Alerting about events or undesired states on mobile apps or
via SMS or e-mail
Graphical planning board for detailed order scheduling or labor
capacity planning
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Application

Description
Detailed order planning which continuously determines the
optimal planning scenario, taking into account all currently
available information.
Production control that continuously provides a forecast for
actual order processing based on the original detailed order
planning, under consideration of all currently available
information. Preventive measures are proposed if critical
delays or unforeseen events occur.
Labor Capacity Planning which continuously determines the
optimal planning scenario, under consideration of all currently
available information.

Dynamic order scheduling

Proactive production control

Dynamic labor capacity planning
Applications for optimization of
planning relevant standard values or
assumptions in order to improve
planning stability.
Predictive maintenance
Proactive quality assurance
Production data management

Applications from the field of machine learning that provide
forecasts for setup and processing times by analyzing the
recorded historical data.
Applications from the field of machine learning that provide
predictions of imminent malfunctions by analyzing the
recorded process data.
Applications from the field of machine learning that warn of
imminent quality losses by analyzing the recorded process
data.
Management of production folders and their synchronization
with the product lifecycle management systems.

FORCE Bridge API enables software developers to develop applications without the knowledge of
complicated domain-specific contexts and completely independent of other applications. The API’s
resource design ensures that no application needs to have knowledge of any other application.
Complex events inform applications when the information provided by them needs to be updated.

4.2 Events and callbacks
Bridge API allows applications and third-party systems to be notified about events via HTTP or MQTT.
For event notifications, applications or third-party systems, one must register. To do this, a callback
via POST must be created, specifying the type of event about which the application or third-party
system is to be notified and the URL at which it can be reached. For notification via MQTT, a topic
must be defined that must always begin with “external” in order to be distinguished from the topics
used internally in the IoT platform:
"url": "mqtt://{host}:1883/external/{any topic}"
Third party systems that are not to be informed about events via MQTT, but via HTTP, require their
own HTTP server. In this case, the notification callback itself is an HTTP POST request with JSON data
that is sent to the URL of the HTTP server to be specified as follows:
"url": Fehler! Linkreferenz ungültig.
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4.2.1

Callbacks

4.2.1.1 Notification request to the external webservice
Whenever an event which matches an existing registration occurs, the event data is sent as MQTT
message to the defined topic or via a HTTP POST request to the given URL.

4.2.1.2 Retries
If a callback notification fails (for example, if the system which provides the registered endpoint is
down), retries will be triggered every 10 seconds until the maximum amount of retries is reached.
When the maximum amount of retries is reached, the callback notification will be discarded and no
further retries for this notification will be sent. Retries implicate that notifications might not be sent
in order. Therefore, the timestamp of the event which triggered the callback notification must be
considered by the receiving system. When the maximum amount of failed callback notifications is
reached, the oldest notification will be discarded even if the maximum amount of retries for the
notification is not reached yet.

4.2.1.3 Creating a callback
A callback must be created to be notified about events. This is done by calling POST callbacks with a
JSON object in the request body. The JSON contains the following properties:
Json Key

Type

Required

Value

url

String

Yes

The absolute path of
the external
webservice

Yes

One of the following
event types:
Command Events,
Customized Events,
Logic Events or
Administrative Events

eventType

String

eventName

String

No

The name of the
event for which
notifications shall be
received.

maxRedeliveryAttempts

Integer

No

The amount of
redelivery attempts if
a notification fails.

No

The maximum
amount of failed
callback notifications.
When the maximum
amount is reached,
the oldest notification
will be discarded even
if the maximum
amount of retries for

maxUnconfirmedMessages
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Json Key

Type

Required

Value
the notification is not
reached yet.

objectFilter

objectFilter.name

Array [Object]

String

No

Object definitions
which are used as
whitelist for events.
E.g. Machine State
Events can be filtered
with a certain
machine.

Yes

The name of the
object filter E.g. id to
filter Machine State
Events for a certain
machine.

At least two specifications must be passed in the body of the request: The event type to be informed
about, and the URL to which the information about an event is to be sent.
Events that refer to a particular type of primary resource can be restricted to a subset or a single
primary resource when creating the callback. For this purpose, object filters are used, that are passed
as an array consisting of name-value pairs. The “name” specifies a property of the reference object.
“Value” is a value that the property must have in order for the filter criterion to apply. In the current
version 2, only the property “id” is supported, i.e. the reference objects of an event type can only be
filtered by UUIDs.
Optionally, an event name can be given to the events specified by the callback.
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4.2.1.4 Get all registered callbacks
To get all registered callbacks, a request must be send to callbacks/ via GET

4.2.1.5 Delete a registered callback
To delete a registered callback, a request must be send to callbacks/{callbackId} via DELETE where
callbackId is the ID of the callback.

4.2.2

Event types

A list of all available callbacks can be found at /ffwebservices/docs/index.html#callback-api, and
commands are found at /ffwebservices/docs/index.html#command-api.
There are all the event types for which a callback registration is possible. The events listed therein
are usually the only ones needed by applications. They are provided as condensed information by the
IoT platform as a result of certain other individual events. In addition, numerous events are
generated, which inform about details.
The event type COMMAND is reserved for internal events of the IoT platform.

4.2.3

Receiving events

If an event occurs (in this case an OPERATION_PHASE _CHANGED event) for which a third-party
system has registered via HTTP callback, the HTTP server of the third party system receives a POST
request.
Example for a callback notification about a Operation Phase Change:
<curl -X POST
--header 'Content-Type: application/json'
-d '{
"properties" : {
"callbackId" : "B1B1BFB60ECF4DB7B095F096992FB9FA",
"timestamp" : "2019-03-06T11:04:16.786Z",
"data" : {
"currentOperationPhase" : "PROCESSING",
"previousOperationPhase" : "INTERRUPTED",
"operationId" : "2A05AAEF15FD41A8A4A36C45516871AA"
},
"objectId" : "DA892519507444768080F0E81879513",
"objectType" : "OPERATION",
"eventType" : "OPERATION_PHASE_CHANGED",
"eventName" : "Operation 100 has changed phase"
},
"_links" : {
"callback" : {
"method" : "GET",
"embeddable" : true,
"href" : "http://localhost:24080/ffwebservices/api/v2/callbacks/B1B1BFB60ECF4DB7B095F096992FB9FA"
}
}
}' 'CALLBACK_URL'>

It is possible to configure Basic Auth authentication for callbacks. If an event occurs for which an
application has registered via MQTT, the application receives an MQTT message.
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4.2.4

Sending self-defined events to applications or third-party systems

An application can send events to other applications or third-party systems. To do this, POST events
must be called with the following content in the request body:
{
"data": {},
"eventName": "string",
"eventType": "EXTERNAL",
"objectId": "string",
"objectType": "OPERATION",
"timestamp": "2019-02-23T17:42:59.429Z"}

In the body of the request, the event type must always be EXTERNAL and the object type must have
one of the following values: OPERATION, PRODUCTION_ORDER, WORKPLACE, STAFF_MEMBER, TOOL
or can be empty.
Any amount of information can be transferred with the event in the data field. The event name and
the object ID are optional.

4.3 Dynamic scheduling
The following video provides an overview of how FORCE Bridge API coordinates the planning
algorithm, forecasting algorithm, and the selection of a planning scenario by the production planner.
Details on the individual applications can be found in the following sections.
https://youtu.be/ugawxwQcgnA

The planning result - and even more - the forecast result ensures the organizational interoperability
of all machines, IT systems, applications and staff members in a production plant. The entire
production logistics can be aligned to the forecast result in order to provide the required materials,
tools and other resources at the right workplace in the right quality, just in time.
FORCE Bridge API itself ensures the interoperability of the individual applications and IT systems
connected to the IoT platform. Planning scenarios can be provided by planning algorithms without
the application developer having to know the business background of why an operation has one or
more predecessors within an operation sequence or network of orders. The application developer
also does not need to know why certain alternative workplaces are defined as planning alternatives
with different manufacturing variants, how the setup transitions are defined, or how the personnel
requirements at a workplace are determined. In particular, each application can be developed
independently of other applications. An application is only informed that the data it provides is no
longer up-to-date. For the planning algorithm, which determines new planning scenarios at regular
time intervals, the OBSOLETE_OPERATION_PLANNING_SCENARIOS event indicates that a new
planning scenario should be provided. For the forecast algorithm that determines the current
forecast result at regular time intervals, the OBSOLETE_OPERATION_FORECAST_RESULTS event
indicates that a new forecast result should be provided. Apart from that, the application developer is
not obligated to know the existence of another application or understand how it works.
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5.1 Formulas
5.1.1

Durations

5.1.1.1 Workplace-related durations
5.1.1.1.1

Setup time

The setup time of a workplace is the sum of the durations of all operating states which belong to the
time base SETUP. The summation is done for a considered time period on a workplace:
𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =
5.1.1.1.2

∑
𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∈ 𝑆𝐸𝑇𝑈𝑃

Production time

The production time of a workplace is the sum of the durations of all operating states which belong
to the time base PRODUCTION. The summation is done for a considered time period on a workplace:
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =
5.1.1.1.3

∑
𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∈ 𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐷𝑈𝐶𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁

Scheduled operating time

The scheduled operating time is the sum of the durations of all operating states which belong to the
time base SCHEDULED_OPERATING_TIME. The summation is done for a considered time period on a
workplace:
𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =
5.1.1.1.4

∑
𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∈ 𝑆𝐶𝐻𝐸𝐷𝑈𝐿𝐸𝐷 𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑁𝐺 𝑇𝐼𝑀𝐸

Occupancy time

The occupancy time of a workplace is the total duration that the workplace is occupied by at least
one operation during its scheduled operating time for a considered time period. An operation
occupies a workplace during its setup phase and during its processing phase. Time periods outside
the scheduled operating time (e.g. shift breaks or nonworking shifts) do not increase the occupancy
time of the workplace, even if an operation is logged on to the workplace during these periods. The
occupancy time of a workplace is the sum of the execution times of all operations while they were
logged on to the considered workplace during the period under consideration.
∑
𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =
(𝐸𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠



In joint production, only the execution times of the leading operations are considered.
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5.1.1.2 Operation-related durations

⚠

The durations must be determined in the following order:

5.1.1.2.1

Setup time

The setup time of an operation is the setup time of the workplace (as defined above) while the
operation was executed at the workplace. An operation is executed during its setup phases and its
processing phases. If an operation has been executed at more than one workplace, the setup time of
the operation is the sum of setup times of all these workplaces during the execution of the operation
at each workplace.



Even during the processing phase of an operation, the respective workplace can nevertheless
be in an operating state that is assigned to the SETUP time base, for example, intermediate
setup during the processing phase.

5.1.1.2.2

Setup phase duration

The duration of a single setup phase period of an operation is the duration of all scheduled operating
times of the workplace at which the operation was registered from the start date of the setup phase
until the end date of the setup phase. Time periods outside the scheduled operating time (e.g. shift
breaks) do not increase the duration of the setup phase of the operation. If an operation has been in
the setup phase several times (and this may be at several workplaces), the duration of the individual
setup phases is cumulated in order to calculate the entire duration of the setup phase.



Since setup times can also occur during the processing phase, it is possible that the entire
duration of the setup phase is less than the setup time of an operation.

5.1.1.2.3

Processing phase duration

The duration of a single processing phase period of an operation is the duration of all scheduled
operating times of the workplace at which the operation was registered from the start date of the
processing phase until the end date of the processing phase. Time periods outside the scheduled
operating time do not increase the duration of the processing phase of the operation. If an operation
has been in the processing phase several times (and this may be at several workplaces), the duration
of the individual processing phases is cumulated.
5.1.1.2.4

Execution time

The execution time of an operation is the total time an operation was executed at any workplace.
Since an operation is executed during its setup phases and its processing phases, the execution time
of an operation is the sum of the duration of its setup phase and the duration of its processing phase
according to the definition above, i.e.
𝐸𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 + 𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒
5.1.1.2.5

Processing time

The processing time of an operation is its execution time minus the setup time.
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝐸𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒



Since setup times can also occur during the processing phase, it is possible that the
processing time of an operation is less than the duration of the processing phase.
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5.1.2

Key performance indicators

5.1.2.1 Workplace-related key performance indicators
The availability of a workplace is the production time divided by the scheduled operating time of the
workplace during the considered period. The availability of an operation is the production time
divided by the scheduled operating time of the workplaces where the operation has been executed
during the execution time on these workplaces:
𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

The availability is also the product of the following three key performance indicators.
The occupancy rate of a workplace is the occupancy time divided by the scheduled operating time of
the workplace during the considered period. In addition, the occupancy time is the sum of the
execution times of all operations at the respective workplace.



This can differ from the sum of the total execution times of these operations if individual
operations were executed partly at the relevant workplace and partly at another workplace.
𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

∑ 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 (𝐸𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)
𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
=
𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

The setup reduction of a workplace is the sum of the processing times of all operations at the
respective workplace divided by the occupancy time of the workplace during the considered period.



The processing times at the respective workplace can differ from the total processing times
of these operations if individual operations were processed partly at the relevant workplace
and partly at another workplace.
∑ 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 (𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)
𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
∑ 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 (𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)
=
∑ 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 (𝐸𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)

𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

The process availability of a workplace is the production time divided by the sum of the processing
times of all operations at the respective workplace during the considered period.
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The processing times at the respective workplace can differ from the total processing times
of these operations if individual operations were processed partly at the relevant workplace
and partly at another workplace.
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
∑𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)

The performance of a workplace is the following quotient during the execution time of the
operations which have been performed on this workplace during the considered time period:
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =

∑𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 × 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦
∑𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)

The performance of a single operation is:
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =

𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 × 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

The time-based quality rate of a workplace is the following quotient during the execution time of the
operations which have been performed on this workplace during the considered time period:
𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑) =

∑𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 × 𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦
∑𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 × 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦

The quantity-based quality rate of a workplace is the following quotient:
𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦−𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑) =

𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦

This is also the quality rate of a single operation. For a single operation, there is no difference
between the time based and the quantity-based calculation.
The following two key performance indicators can be applied to recorded data from the past as well
as to planning scenarios for the future:
The occupancy rate of a set of workplaces during a considered time period:
𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

∑𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
∑𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

The setup reduction of a set of workplaces during a considered time period:
𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

2020-11-30

∑𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠(∑𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒))
∑𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
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5.1.2.2 Order-related key performance indicators
The scheduling efficiency of a single production order:
𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =

∑𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠(𝐸𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)
1
×
𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝐷𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

where the ∑𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠(𝐸𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) is the execution time of the production itself.
The scheduling efficiency of a set of production orders, which have been completed or are planned
to be completed during a considered time period:
𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =

∑𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 (𝐸𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ×

1
)
𝐷𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

∑𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠(𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)

The adherence to delivery dates of a set of production orders, which have been completed or are
planned to be completed during a considered time period:
𝐴𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 =

2020-11-30

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠
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5.2 Glossary
REST
stands for Representational State Transfer and is a programming paradigm for distributed systems.
The idea behind this is to offer server-side database entries as resources that can be created,
retrieved, modified, or deleted through a unified set of operations.

Open API specification
is a specification for machine-readable interfaces for the description, generation, use and
visualization of RESTful web services.

Swagger UI
is a tool to visualize and interact with Open API resources.

URI
stands for Uniform Resource Identifier. It is an identifier and consists of a string used to identify an
abstract or physical resource. RFC 3986

UUID
stands for universally unique identifier and is a standard for identifiers used in software
development.

ERP
stands for enterprise-resource planning and describes a software solution for resource planning in a
company. An ERP system can be a data source.

OEE
stands for Overall Equipment Effectiveness.

OPE
stands for Overall Process Efficiency.

Lazy loading
In software development, lazy loading refers to a design pattern in which data objects always provide
values or other dependent objects, but only retrieve them from the data source when a specific
query is made.

MES
stands for manufacturing execution system or monolithic encapsulated system, which combines data
acquisition systems and the applications operating on them in a monolithic system.

2020-11-30
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